Preoperative detection of laryngeal cancer in mucosal swabs by slide-based cytometry.
The aim of our study was to evaluate slide-based cytometry in screening for laryngeal cancer using swabs a minimally invasive approach. Laser scanning cytometry (LSC) was used for the multiparametric analysis of cells stained for cytokeratin and DNA to determine the DNA-index (DI) of the tumour cells. Histograms with DI < 0.95, 1.05 < DI < 1.9, and 2.1 < DI were defined as DNA aneuploid. After subsequent haemotoxylin-eosin (HE)-staining, single cells were re-localised and an analysis by conventional cytology was performed. Additionally, routine histopathology of parallel biopsies was obtained in all cases. Fifty one swabs from 49 lesions were analyzed. Seven and 17 swabs, were classified as insufficient for LSC and cytology, respectively. One and two benign lesions, were misclassified as malignant, respectively. Out of 34 malignant lesions, LSC detected 25 and cytology 14. LSC was superior to cytology in all of the statistical parameters tested. This pilot study demonstrates the validity of LSC for the preoperative detection of malignancy in laryngeal tumours using swabs.